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This book is a plot-twist filled thriller, that takes place in a fantastical country called Minkja. This takes 

place in a medieval world, with mythical gods and creatures running amok. The main character, named Vanja, 

is the goddaughter of Death and Fortune, two powerful goddesses. As Vanja’s godmothers send her to become 

the maid of a princess, she learns that she must become one of the god’s servants. But Vanja doesn’t want that 

so she learns about many things; including how to bluff, lie, and steal. The main story starts as a normal one 

would, from the point of view of the princess, Gisele, except the princess isn’t really the princess. Vanja has 

stolen her identity, and is stealing from the nobles around the country. But she makes the wrong choice, and 

steals a token for one of the Low Gods. The God curses her to slowly turn into jewels from her greed, since she 

has stolen many things, including someone’s life. Though she tries many things she can;t see to figure out how 

to break the curse yet. 

Since Vanja was abused from a young age because the daughter of a countess didn’t like her, she grew 

up to hate nobles and their stuck-up nature. She doesn't like being used, and uses fake personalities and 

identities to hide from the past. As Vanja acts as the princess, Gisele, a miad, Martha, and the thief, the 

Pennigeist, she does everything in her power to become independent from her godmothers. There are many 

obstacles in her path, such as Emeric, a prefect detective that is trying to hunt down the thief, and the princess’ 

fiance, Adalbrecht. She almost gets caught by the prefect, and hates her fiance. Through the many hardships 

that Vanja faces, she learns more about how the world works, and how she affects it. The difficulties show how 

doing everything by yourself may not be the right option every time. 

 

Did the plot (for fiction) or presentation of information (for nonfiction) keep you interested? 

The plot of this book did keep me interested, but sometimes it got a bit boring as it goes into detail about the 

city details, random characters, and other things I usually find not as important as the author lays it out to be. 

 

Was the pace of the book too fast, too slow, or just right? 

The plot moved slowly, as the intricacies of the many different characters mindset’s and personalities are 

exposed. Even though it takes place over the span of two weeks, it feels like it takes months as the emotions and 

thoughts are deeply explained and expressed. 

What grade level(s) is this book appropriate for? 

This book is appropriate for people above grade 7, since there is a lot of confusing language that you have to get 

used to, and the plot gets very confusing. It is very easy to get lost in what is happening during the duration of 

the story. 

What type of reader would you recommend this book to? 

I recommend this book to readers who enjoy a long story that deeply involves the feelings and emotions of the 

characters, rather than the action points of a story. This isn’t as much an action story as a drama, though there 

are quite a bit of eventful points. 

What other information do you think would be helpful for teens to know about this book? 

This book is a great read if you love fantasy drama’s, but I wouldn’t read it if you have trouble with vocabulary 

or a hard-to-follow plot. 

 

Rating: 

4 stars. I think this was a great book with an interesting plot, but there was almost too much detail in the 

settings as opposed to the plot, especially in the beginning. It was also a bit confusing at times, if you’ve just 

started and don’t know the background of the characters. 


